New York Beauty
Simpliﬁed
by Linda J. Hahn

Supply List
Books: (Optional)
#8371 - eBook New York Beauty Simpliﬁed
#1265 - eBook New York Beauty Diversiﬁed
#12519 - eBook Quilt Matchup: Stash vs. Cash

Fabric:

Thread:
Neutral

Sewing Machine Foot
¼" with no ﬂange

Other Supplies:

Fabric amounts are generous and include enough
to make the main project and a Chunky Mini quilt.
Add a border to the main project if you choose.
There are borders on the mini made from leftover
fabric from the main project.
Fabric 1: 1 yd. light blue
Fabric 2: 2½ yd. teal. Yardage includes binding for
the main project.

Pigma® brush pen
HTC Fun-dation™ or Vellum translucent foundation
paper
(1) sheet of template plastic
#11874 - Iron
#12136 - Ironing Surface

Fabric 3: 1½ yd. lime green

Spray starch

Fabric 4: 2¼ yd. cream

#4828 - Glue stick

Binding for Chunky Mini quilt: leftover fabrics

Rulers: (1) 6" x 24" and (1) 91/2" square with a
diagonal line

Backing and hanging sleeve for main project: 1⅓
yd.

#10261 - Rotary cutter

Backing and hanging sleeve for Chunky Mini quilt:
¾ yd.

#12083 - Rotary cutter mat

#10914 - Batting for main project: crib size. Linda
uses Fairﬁeld Nature-Fil™─Bamboo/Rayon blend.

#6402 - Scissors for fabric

Batting for Chunky Mini quilt varies

Scissors for paper and plastic

Sharpie® marker
Flower head pins

• – Items available on ShopAQS.com.
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New York Beauty
Simpliﬁed
by Linda J. Hahn

Supply List
Optional
#12505 - Seam Ripper
Quilting stencils designed to ﬁt New York Beauty
blocks
Pounce pad or disappearing ink marking pen
Plastic page protector
Dry erase marker
Transparent tape
#10712 - New York Beauty kit. The kit includes
acrylic templates for the 6" New York Beauty block
and the 4" Chunky Mini block, reusable paper
piecing stencils.
#11606 - Electric Quilt® 8 quilt design software
(EQ8)

• – Items available on ShopAQS.com.
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